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.· : thE! _m.ea•u.rel:nenta, the er:r!)ra, and certabl am~l ce>rrecttons that are diecueaed • ·From the results of this experiment alone one can make no choice . between these ideas; the data simply indicate that the particles passing through th_e system, with lifetimes of at least 10 -S sec, have close to the same mass.
·.1.:,
A genetic relationship as per Lee and Orear is, in principle, allowed by these data; however, the Q-value measurements require 8, T mass difference in this scheme to be less than about 2 or 3 Mev. 12 The "parity conjugationu ideas are agreeable with existing data, with the stipulation that the measured stopped-- The .ran.ge-energy r~lation deals with the average range (R )av. along the tr.ack and inc:ludes the effect o£ range straggling. ' .
The difference between the actual total 'length .o£ track R 0
and. its projection Rox along an axis representing the initial direction of the particle is
where 9 is the spatial angle between the actual path and tte initial direction.
For sma,ll angles we use the approximation cos 8 = 1 -~ . The average shortening of a large number of tracks o£ equal initial energy is and, as the distribution in (J is gaussian. we have
The range shortening is calcula.~ed in terms of the root-mean-square multiplescattering angle (afunction of. the range. as \A Ox c;:hord , atld when' expressed_ ~n radians it has the average value (a 6 x chord) av.
• . .
UCRL-~368
Rev for a singly charged particle of momentum p (Mev/c) and velocity v (ctn/sec), when meas\U"ed over a length at (microns). The "scattering constant" Using the nonrelativisUc relation pv o·2T and the approximate range-energy relation (6) we obtain (7) for a particle of residual range R (m'icrons), mass m in units of the proton mass. and kinetic enel'gy T (Mev). A 8 is in .radians.
A large number of particles, initially traveling in the same direction 'with residual range R 0 , will, after reaching &ipoint with residual range R, exhibit a mean-square angular deflection that may be expressed as 1 Rd ~;2 2 rms .
We let At--dR in Eq .
• (7) 
The evaluation of Eq. (4),. with thetuse of Eqs. (9) and (6) , yields ~he desired expression for the ewerage range shortening for pr.otons of initial range R 0 (microns) and. kinetic energy T 0 (.Mev):
-21-UCRL-3368 Rev ( 10) Taking the value of K = Z7 tdieoe~~c~~=v) from Menon's data 22 _a, a. suitabl.e average over the ranges considered, a11d an average 11 = 0. 57 from Barkas, 13 we obtain the final result:
These corrections amounted to roughly 0. 5% of the proton ranges. As described brie~y in Section 11 C, the average incident angle varied according to the entrance position. The resulting dip of the track caused a shortening of the projected proton ranges and also meant that the· entrance plate was not that in which the ranges were measured. The average tangent of the dip angle <~>o that a track makes with the emulsion plane was determined in four different plates across ~e stack. These averages were plotted as shown i.n shifting the proton range curve (Fig. 4 ) laterally in the y direction at distance dictated by the momentum dispersion dp/dy so that the new. range corresponded to a proton momentum identical to that of the K' s for the same entrance y.
Several values o! dp/dy were obtained by graphically differentiating the (proton) momentum curve (Fig. 5 ) and from these. values a curve (Fig. 12 ) was constructed to represent dp/dy as a function .of the entrance plate.
In the correction, it was necessary to consider the paths between the entrance to the magnet and the emulsion stack (see Fig. 2 ). An exact analytical treatment would have been very difficult because o£ complexities arising from the action of the magnetic field and the geometry of the system. ; dp/dx = -tt 1 (;-p 0 ) .
While in the magnetk field B. the particle trajectorY, bas a radius· of curvature ( 15) whel"e pc is in Mev, B is in'kUogaQ.ss, and the net charge Z on. the particle is in electronic c-harge units ( Z = l here). Assuming B is constant, we have p equal'b): ~ constant times the momentum:
,. · ·· · -and hence U ~-represents the angle through which the trajectory turns in a path length x, ·and ~ 4' = 0 at the entrance to the magnet, then at any value o£ tfJ, we have
Since (dp/dq)) +total is less than p. 01 
Po•
'we obtain dx =Po dcf> • ( 17) and thus
The trajectory o~ a particle in the magnet, then, can be well approx-· imated by the involute ·of an inextensible string of initial length Po winding '
. around a cylinder of radius k 3 = k 1 k 2 p 0 , as shown in Fig. 13 , with k 3 exaggerated relative to the other dimensions (k 3 ::: 10 -l p 0 ). The locus of the center o£ curvature is actually a spiral, but the error caused by the circle approximation is very small (-3o/o of the correction). The angle A+ between the two trajectories is -k3
Po (20) If the path length between the magnet and the stack is xA (p 0 ), the difference in y at the stack is
We designate the path length in the magnet as xm (p 0 ). The total path in air, "T' after momentum analysis begins, is "T = xm + XA' and we assume that these distances are the same for both mesons and protons of the same momentum. We now assign the subscripts K and P to all functions representing mesons and protons when these functions are significantly different for the two eases. lf the momentum dispersion at the magnet is dp/dy (slowly varying function of y), then the difference Ap in the momentum between the protons s and mesons a.t the entrance to the stack for any value of y is -/ -25-UCRL-3368 Rev (22) The value of Ap wa~ computed for three different values of y. The proton momenta. a.ppropriate to these points were obtained from Appropriate numbers in the table were modified to hold for the mesons.
The air density was ta'k-en equal.to 1.19 x 10-3 g/cm 3 (Z3° C).
2~ Po and dp 0 /dp were determine<! by using the measured values o£ p and B (= 9. Z6 kilogauss} in Eq. ( 15).
3. · 4> (p 0 ) -was extracted from t~e origlnal wire-trajectory data. 4 . In order to include the effect of the fringe field, x was taken to be equal
to Po ~ rather than ·x ( )' the length predicted by Po• by the . m geom.
.
angle of inCidence at the magnet, and by the magnet dimensions.
5. xA. the magnetic..,field-free path length was taken to be the-physical distance from the stack to the magnet for a particular p 0 , less t}le effective · Xm .. Xm(geom ) . extent o.f the fringe field as estimated from ·
2~·
· · • ·{factor.
1/Z so as to include oniy the exit edge).
Knowing the momentum difference Ap between the me!¥o.ns and the . protons, one could calculate the distance Ay by which the proton range ct.trve
. should be shifted so as to accurately represent' the true meson momentum.
The expression ·was used in computing the shift fo~ each of the three points. A smooth curve true ranges of the mesons and the protons.
The incident K mesons were in a velocity region such that the rangemomentum relationship could be expressed by assume that the relative standard deViations -R~ and .:::1?. were cot1stant across 0 PO the stack. The root-n:·ean-square deviations are related accorditig to (25) The dominant co~tribution to JR. R was the K-.meson range straggling . 0 of 1. 6%. ·The errors in measurement of the me$cm range were less than 0. 2o/o au.d could be neglected in cr R compared to the straggling, since each type of error enters the total in quadrature. where dp/dy is ~e change in momentum per em acrosfl the stack, ~ the horizontal magnification of the lens system, and ~ the effective width of the target. The quantities p and dp/dy were found (born the proton ranges) to be about 360 Mev/c and 6. 6 Mev/c/cm. The magnification was estimated from the wire measur-ements with an accuracy of about 30% to be about 0. 6x. These values and those above for the estimated effective target size yield. momentum
.spreads of 0. 9% for the mesons, to be compared with the value 1. 20/o deduced · from the mass distribution, and 1. 6% for the protons, compared to L 9o/o de-. duced from the proton range distrib-ution. The tn.agnitude of the -increase in the momentum uncertainty due to· scattering in th.e air was not calculated.
However, a simple estimate indicated that the ·effect was no more than onethird as large as that caused by the scattering in the ah,1mi.n.urn window. It is probable, then, that the slight disagreement between the predicted and deduced momentum spreads is due to the air-scattering. In general the agreement is very good, conside.ring the uncertainty in the horizontal magnification. We shall.assume that these are randomly distributed and may .be added in quadrature. Then the total uncertainty of these corrections should have been .less than 1. 6 me. 2. Errors in the range-momentum relations.
The masses were determined on the basis of Eq. ( 1) rewr1.tten as
where Rx (pK) is the measured range of a meson of momentum PK• and Rp is Mp the proton f'ange for momentum HK pK. The momentum pK was obtain~d from the tables of Barkas and Young, for the proton range Rp (pK) from Ftg. 5.
Thus, the mass determination involves the two different momentum regions pK and (Mp/~) pK. In the region of pK' the proton range R 1 follows the ap- .
. .
• UCRL-3368 Rev P:Z -r.n-a;- (27) to the measured values. The range cu1:'v~ts used were compared with the range . . l l _tables recently recalculated by Barkas.
The curve expre=ssing R 1 (p 1 In summary, we find that all mass values in this experiment should be increased by about 0. 7 m to correct for small errors in the range-momentum 12 : e . . · relations , that ':Vere used. Thie correction appears in Table m. 3. Deviation of the average mass from the true mass.
Equation (24) The average mass given by the predicted mass distribution (Fig. 9) was computed to be 0. 3 me higher than M 0 , in good agreement with the· above it was assumed that the distribution of these events was of constant density from· the average m.ass value to the point at llOO me. The density was taken from the points lying outside the curve in Fig. 9 . Such a distribution would have increased the average value by 0. S m • A correction of -0. 5 :1:: 0. 5 m has been· e . e included in Table Ill .,-,. ·"' .,
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